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Abstract: We review recent research on nonlinear optical interactions
in waveguides with sub-micron transverse dimensions, which are termed
photonic nanowires. Such nanowaveguides, fabricated from glasses or
semiconductors, provide the maximal confinement of light for index
guiding structures enabling large enhancement of nonlinear interactions
and group-velocity dispersion engineering. The combination of these two
properties make photonic nanowires ideally suited for many nonlinear
optical applications including the generation of single-cycle pulses and
optical processing with sub-mW powers.
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1. Introduction

Nonlinear optical processes benefit from high optical intensities and long interaction lengths. In
a bulk geometry, achieving higher intensities from a fixed optical power requires tighter focus-
ing. However, such focusing leads to a shortened interaction length due to the reduced confocal
parameter, which for many nonlinear processes results in no net increase in efficiency despite
the higher intensities. Waveguiding geometries, such as optical fibers enable high optical inten-
sities over extended interaction lengths as long as km’s. However, dispersion and loss act to cap
the effective interaction length for nonlinear processes, and further improvements in efficiency
require increasing the material nonlinearity of the waveguide or increasing the effective non-
linearity by further reducing the guided-mode area. This pursuit of ever-smaller guided-mode
areas spawns the question, how small can one make the waveguide core and still confine light?
Calculations show that the minimal dimensions are sub-micron for most high-index contrast

structures [1–7]. Waveguides with sub-micron dimensions are known as photonic nanowires
and are fabricated from a variety of materials, including silica glass [8–10], SF6 glass [11],
chalcogenide glass [12], silicon [13, 14], InGaAs [15], and AlGaAs [16]. Examples of such
waveguides are shown in Fig. 1. In addition to enhanced nonlinearities, ultra-small core
waveguides provide other useful properties such as highly engineerable group-velocity disper-
sion (GVD) [5,6,17–20], reduced free-carrier lifetimes in semiconductors [21–23], and a mini-
mal optical footprint for optimal integration of photonic chips. The combination of these proper-
ties enables impressive demonstrations of the applicability of maximally confining waveguides
including all-optical modulators, switches, pulse delays, regenerators, amplifiers, pulse com-
pressors, and wavelength converters.
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Fig. 1. Examples of various types of glass and semiconductor photonic nanowires. (a) Silica glass
photonic nanowire [8]. (b) Cross-section of a random hole silica glass microstructured fiber in which
the interstitial regions are used as sub-µm guiding cores [9]. (c) Cross-sections of a tapered silica-
glass microstructured fiber [10] and a (d) tapered SF6-glass microstructured fiber [11]. (e) Chalco-
genide glass planar nanowaveguide with a microstructured photonic crystal cladding [12]. (f) Sili-
con nanowaveguide with an integrated resonant structure [13]. (g) Cross-section of a unclad silicon
nanowaveguide [14]. (h) InGaAs photonic nanowire ring laser (top view) [15]. (i) Cross-section of an
AlGaAs photonic nanowire [16].

2. Maximal nonlinearity

For large index contrast structures the dimensions of maximal confinement for the visible and
near-infraredwavelength regimes are sub-micron. As an example, we consider two prototypical
systems: a glass-rod-in air confining 800-nm light and a rectangular 1-to-1.5 aspect ratio em-
bedded silicon-on-insulator waveguide confining 1550-nm light in the TE polarization mode.
In Fig. 2 we plot the mode intensity profile for several different core areas. For core areas of
1 µm2, the mode stays well confined to the core for both materials. As the dimensions are re-
duced below 1 µm, the mode area undergoes the same decrease. Eventually, as the waveguide
dimensions are further reduced, the evanescent field begins to dominate, and the waveguide no
longer tightly confines the light. This point is reached sooner in the glass-rod-in-air due to the
lower index contrast. In this evanescent regime, the effective nonlinearity is diminished if the
nonlinear material is assumed to be solely in the core. This confinement behavior determines
the optimal size for the effective nonlinearity of the waveguide as illustrated in Fig. 3 [1–7].
The confinement behavior described above is universal to all index-guiding structures and

many potential materials exist for nonlinear photonics. Although determining the precise di-
mensions for optimization requires modeling of the exact waveguide of interest, the following
empirical relationship has been developed [5] and verified theoretically [24] to predict the op-
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Fig. 2. Field intensity distribution inside glass-rod-in-air and silicon-on-insulator photonic nanowires
for various sub-micron core sizes and wavelengths of 800 nm (glass-rod-in-air) and 1550 nm (silicon-
on-insulator). The field remains confined as the core is reduced until a point at which the evanescent
field dominates. This point occurs at larger core areas in the glass-rod-in-air due to the smaller index
contrast.

timal core area as a function of wavelength and core and cladding indices of refraction:

A =
0.573! 2

(ncore+nclad)1.2(ncore!nclad)0.8
, (1)

where A is the optimal core area, ! is the vacuum wavelength, ncore is the core index of
refraction, and nclad is the cladding index of refraction. Using this relationship, one can readily
predict what dimensions are optimal for maximal confinement of propagating light in a wide
variety of new materials. Since the optimal core area is relatively consistent among waveguides
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Fig. 3. Nonlinearity as a function of core area of a silica glass rod in air and silicon waveguide with a
1-to-1.5 aspect ratio embedded in a SiO2 cladding.
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Fig. 4. Waveguide contribution to the group-velocity dispersion (GVD) in (a) silica-glass and (b)
silicon photonic nanowires of various dimensions. As the core is reduced in size, the point at which
the waveguide-GVD changes from anomalous to normal shifts to shorter wavelengths. The overall
behavior of the waveguide dispersion among nanowires of different materials exhibits similar features
that occur at smaller (larger) characteristic dimensions for larger (smaller) index contrasts.

of various rectangular and elliptical cross-sectional shapes this optimal area can be determined
independent of the desired cross-sectional shape [5]. A rule of thumb is to use slightly larger
than the optimal dimensions, since the nonlinearity falls off rapidly for waveguide dimensions
smaller than optimal, as seen in Fig. 3.
Typically, other factors such as propagation loss and group-velocity dispersionwill determine

the precise waveguide dimensions. Nevertheless, due to the high sensitivity of confinement
in photonic nanowires to wavelength and to waveguide dimensions, these parameters can be
highly-controlled while remaining close to the optimal effective nonlinearity.
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Fig. 5. Net group-velocity dispersion of (a) silica glass photonic nanowires and (b) silicon photonic
nanowires of various dimensions compared to the bulk dispersion of their respective core material.
As the core is reduced in size the zero-GVD points shift to shorter wavelengths. The overall behavior
of the net-GVD is characterized primarily by the waveguide-GVD (Fig. 4) and is consistent among
nanowires of different materials although they occur at smaller (larger) characteristic dimensions for
larger (smaller) index contrasts.
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3. Engineered dispersion

For many nonlinear optical processes, the group-velocity dispersion (GVD) of a device is of
critical importance [25]. The GVD controls the broadening of ultrafast pulses, the walkoff be-
tween pump and probe pulses, the phase-matching of parametric processes, and the generation
of temporal optical solitons. The GVD in a waveguiding geometry is determined by both the
intrinsic material dispersion and by a contribution from the confinement of the waveguide. For
typical low-index contrast waveguides with core sizes on the order of a few microns, the GVD
is characterized mainly by the material-GVD with a small correction due to the waveguide
contribution [26, 27]. However for large index contrast waveguides, the waveguide dispersion
plays an increased role, which allows for a high degree of GVD engineering and the high-
impact demonstration of supercontinuum generation using 800-nm Ti:Sapphire pulses in sev-
eral micron diameter silica microstructured fibers [28–34]. As the core is reduced to sub-micron
dimensions in these high index contrast waveguides, the waveguide dispersion becomes dom-
inant to the degree that in photonic nanowires the material dispersion is a small correction to
the waveguide dispersion allowing the overall-GVD to be highly engineered [5, 6, 17–20].
The waveguide contribution to the GVD exhibits universal features among photonic

nanowires of various materials. Figure 4 shows plots of the waveguide contribution to the GVD
for (a) a glass-rod-in-air of various sub-micron dimensions and (b) a rectangular 1-to-1.5 as-
pect ratio embedded silicon-on-insulator waveguide of various dimensions. In both cases, as
the core area is reduced, the first zero-GVD point is pushed to shorter wavelengths, and with
further reduction in size, a second zero-GVD point is pushed into the near infrared until eventu-
ally a region of large normal-GVD reaches the wavelengths of interest. This behavior resulting
from the waveguide dispersion is shared by all nanowires although for larger index contrasts
the magnitude of the GVD increases and the shifts between anomalous-GVD and normal-GVD
occur at smaller characteristic dimensions.
Figure 5 shows the net-GVD of the photonic nanowires when the material-GVD of the core

is included. Comparison of Figs. 4 and 5 illustrates the dominance of the waveguide dispersion
over the material dispersion for photonic nanowires. At the respective wavelengths of interest
(800-nm and 1550-nm), a wide variety of net-GVD values are accessible. For the silica photonic
nanowire GVD values from 300 to -3,500 ps/(nm·km) are achievable at 800-nm compared
to the material GVD of -100 ps/(nm·km). In the silicon-on-insulator nanowaveguide, an even
larger range of values of 1,500 to -18,200 ps/(nm·km) is achievable as a result of the large
index contrast, despite the the larger material GVD of silicon of -900 ps/(nm·km). As photonic
nanowires of new materials are developed, the same flexibility in the net-GVD can be expected
due to this dominant contribution from waveguide dispersion.

4. Silica-glass photonic nanowires

Much of the interest in silica glass photonic nanowires began after a demonstration of fabrica-
tion and guiding in 100-nm scale glass fibers by Tong et al. [8] in 2003. This interest quickly
lead to new methods for fabrication including flame and resistive heat tapering of single-mode
fiber [10, 35–37], tapering of microstructured fiber such that the core diameter is sub-µm in
size [6, 10, 38, 39], and drawing photonic nanowires directly from bulk glass [40]. The use of
tapered single-mode fiber provides nanowires with access to the evanescent field as well as
a model glass-rod-in-air system while the tapering of microstructured fiber provides a more
mechanically and environmentally robust structure since the outer diameter can remain much
larger than 1 µm. A hybrid technique has also been demonstrated in which using microstruc-
tured fiber one can taper small regions and gain access to the evanescent field [41]. These
systems have found applications both in linear optics as sensors and in nonlinear optics for su-
percontinuum generation and other forms of frequency conversion. In this paper, we will focus
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Fig. 6. Supercontinuum generated in silica glass photonic nanowires. (a) Generated spectra from a
2-cm long 510-nm diameter tapered single-mode fiber using 600-ps 140-nJ pulses with a 532 center
wavelength [10]. (b) Generated spectra from a 3.5-cm long 650-nm diameter tapered microstructured
fiber using 25-fs 125-pJ pulses with an 820-nm center wavelength [39].

on the nonlinear optical applications. In particular, photonic nanowires are used to lower the
threshold for supercontinuum generation, allow for efficient pulse-compression approaching
single-cycle durations, and allow for novel phase matching regimes for efficiently generating
UV to visible dispersive radiation. Both the maximal nonlinearities and dispersion engineering
available in photonic nanowires are crucial to the realization of these applications.

4.1. Supercontinuum generation

Nonlinear optical research in tapered and microstructured fibers has primarily focused on ex-
treme spectral broadening of an injected light field [28–34]. For this reason the initial nonlin-
ear optical experiments using silica-glass photonic nanowires were directed at making these
processes more efficient as a result of the increased effective nonlinearity. Several experi-
mental investigations have demonstrated low-threshold supercontinuum generation (SCG) in
sub-micron core fibers for femtosecond [37, 39] and nanosecond [10] pump pulses. In general,
larger spectral broadeningwas observed in fibers with smaller core diameters for corresponding
lengths and pump powers. Still, the maximal spectral extent achievable in photonic nanowires
is reduced from that of larger core fibers due to the positioning of the anomalous-GVD regime
on the short wavelength side of the pump. This positioning clamps the Raman self-frequency
shifting of generated solitons to the nearby second zero-GVD point. Using photonic nanowires,
octave-spanning white-light spectra are generated with kW peak pump powers and distances of
less than 2 cm [10, 39], as shown in Fig 6.
While these experiments highlight a general improvement in power requirements due to the

larger effective nonlinearity, other factors including dispersion, wavelength-dependent loss, a
wavelength-dependent nonlinearity, and multiple-stage spectral broadening typically contribute
significantly to the resulting spectral extent and structure. The impact of these factors has lead
to improved theoretical models that better match the observed spectra and distinguish the rela-
tive impact of these factors on the nonlinear propagation [42–44]. Specifically, inclusion of the
wavelength-dependent nonlinearity is found to increase the predicted short-wavelength spectral
extent of the continuum as compared to a model excluding this effect [43]. For larger fibers this
effect was shown to modify the timescale of the self-steepening effect and for long wavelength
pumps lead to a reduced Raman-self frequency shift and therefore a decreased long wavelength
extent to the continuum spectrum [44]. Furthermore, the wavelength dependent loss was shown
to cause a sharp long-wavelength cutoff and an asymmetry in the spectral extent of the contin-
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uum for small core diameters [45, 46].
Rich propagation dynamics result from the multiple-stage continuum process in tapered mi-

crostructured fibers. In one experiment ultrashort pulses where launched in the anomalous-
GVD regime near the first dispersion point of an untapered 2.3-µm core diameter microstruc-
tured fiber. The self-phase modulation in the initially untapered fiber lead to the generation of
several spectrally separated solitons. Once these solitons reach the sub-µm tapered region, the
solitonic conditions change due to the larger nonlinearity and the modified dispersion. This lead
the initially generated solitons to each undergo further spectral broadening in the tapered re-
gion allowing for a greater extent of the supercontinuum particularly in the visible regime [45].
While this multiple-stage continuumwas initially demonstrated using photonic nanowires, sim-
ilar multiple-stage broadening processes have been shown to increase visible components of
SCG in fibers with cores larger than 1-µm [47–49].

4.2. Pulse compression

Beyond increasing the efficiency of nonlinear processes such as SCG, the use of photonic
nanowires allows for propagation in novel dispersive regimes. Typically, for SCG the input
pulse is launched in the anomalous-GVD regime and has a pulse energy corresponding to a
higher-order soliton. The soliton order is given by N =

!
LD/LNL, where LD = Tin2/ |#2| is the

dispersion length, LNL = 1/("P0) is the nonlinear length, Tin is the duration of the input pulse,
#2 is the GVD at the center wavelength, " is the effective nonlinearity, and P0 is the peak power
of the input pulse. Launching a higher-order soliton allows the propagating pulse to undergo
soliton-effect compression [25]. In the initial stages of SCG, the propagating pulse spectrally
broadens and compresses slightly but then inevitably breaks apart into a series of solitonic com-
ponents, which has been termed soliton fission [30]. The engineerable dispersion of photonic
nanowires allows one to choose the dispersive conditions to maintain the phase overlap of the
broadened spectrum during the initial stages of SCG and thus delay soliton fission. In this way,
increased soliton-effect compression is possible. If the photonic nanowire is cut short enough
that the pulse exits prior to fission, then a compressed pulse is available for further interactions
and measurement [50].
To achieve broadband soliton effect compression, one requires a large region of anomalous-

GVD with low third-order dispersion. The GVD engineering available with photonic nanowires
allows for such optimization. Specifically, the use of silica photonic nanowires with diameters
on the order of the wavelength of the guided light allows for such a dispersive regime. Futher-
more for typical sub-100-fs input pulses, the photonic nanowire length must be on the order
of a millimeter. Operating under these conditions, the propagating pulse is compressed effi-
ciently to extremely short durations in the initial stages of spectral broadening and exits the
waveguide before soliton fission. Compression of 70-fs pulses to 6.8 fs pulses has been ex-
perimentally demonstrated as shown in Fig 7 and simulations and preliminary measurements
predict single-cycle pulse durations are possible [50,51].While fibers with core diameters larger
than 1-µm also allow for considerable soliton-effect compression, compression factors as large
as those achievable in photonic nanowires are not expected due to the increased third-order
dispersion [52].

4.3. UV-visible dispersive-wave generation

Cherenkov radiation is associated with the generation of optical waves from particles traveling
faster than the speed of light in a material. However, it can also be observed in radiation emitted
from short pulses of light [30, 53, 54]. This effect has lead to some confusion since pulses
of light certainly cannot travel faster than their own luminal velocity. The Cherenkov type
phase-matching results from the definite phase relationship between the propagating pulse and
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Fig. 7. Retrieved few-optical-cycle pulse self-compressed from the 70-fs input pulse by propagation
in the 980-nm core diameter and 2-mm-long photonic nanowire pictured above the plot [50].

the emitted radiation, which does not exist for superluminal particles. This phase relationship
allows the pulse to travel at its luminal group velocity but phase-match to dispersive waves in
much the same way as the superluminal particle.
Consider a pulse of light traveling from point A to point B separated by a distance $z. This

pulse of light starts at point A at time t = 0 with a phase of %A = 0. At point A the pulse
generates a dispersive wave with a phase of %A = 0. The pulse then travels to point B at its
group velocity vg and therefore arrives at point B at time t = $t = $z/vg. In traveling to point
B, the pulse accumulates a phase as a result of the distance traversed and the time expired.
The phase of the pulse at point B is then %B = n(&p)&p$z/c!&p$t+n2I&p$z/(2c), where n
is the index of refraction, n2 is the nonlinear index of refraction, & p is the angular frequency
of the pulse, c is the speed of light, and I is the intensity of the pulse. If this pulse generates
further dispersive radiation at point B and time t = $t, this second dispersive wave will have
an initial phase of %B. For the generated dispersive radiation to be phase matched, the phase
accumulated by the dispersive wave traveling from point A to B in time $t must be equal to the
phase of the second emitted dispersive wave at point B and time t = $t. This condition leads to
the established phase matching condition of dispersive waves emitted by solitonic pulses [30],
that is,

n(&d)&d
c

! &d
vg

=
n(&p)&p

c
! &p

vg
+
n2I&p

2c
. (2)

While the ability to phase-match radiation is clear, the connection to Cherenkov radiation is
not as obvious. The essential difference between a particle and the pulse is that the particle emits
radiation with a constant initial phase. In contrast, the dispersive wave generated by the pulse
is emitted with an initial phase that is directly related to the accumulated phase of the pulse as
it propagates. Furthermore, the dispersive wave that is emitted at point B with an initial phase
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Fig. 8. Wavelength of phase-matched dispersive radiation as a function of core diameter of a silica-
glass photonic nanowire.

is identical to a dispersive wave emitted at point B with zero phase at the same position but at
an earlier time such that

$te f f =
$z
vg

!
&p$z
&dc
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!n(&p)+

c
vg

! n2I
2

#
. (3)

In this way, the pulse effectively arrives at point B at an earlier time $t e f f and therefore is
effectively the same as a particle traveling with a velocity given by

1
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#
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The angle of generated Cherenkov radiation, ' is dependent on this effective velocity compared
to the velocity of the dispersive radiation vd by cos' = vd/ve f f . For a dispersive wave to build
up in a waveguide geometry, this wave must be generated in the forward direction ' = 0, that
is, ve f f = vd = c/n(&d). Applying this criteria leads to the condition

n(&d)
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=
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! &p

&dc

"
!n(&p)+

c
vg

! n2I
2

#
(5)

which is identical to Eq. 3. Therefore, although the pulse travels at its luminal group velocity,
it emits radiation with a phase equivalent to a superluminal particle traveling with the effective
velocity given in Eq. 4. The definite phase relationship between the pulse and the generated
dispersive wave, which does not exist for a typical charged particle, enables Cherenkov-type
phase matching at subluminal group velocities.
While this phase-matching effect occurs for all solitons propagating in a material, its influ-

ence on SCG in nanowires is particularly pronounced. The GVD engineering available with
photonic nanowires allows for a wide tunability to the phase-matched wavelength. In Fig. 8 we
plot the wavelength of phase-matched dispersive waves versus the core diameter for a silica
photonic nanowire and a pulse with an 800-nm center wavelength using Eq. 3 but neglecting
the nonlinear term. As shown, the wavelength of the phase-matched dispersive wave decreases
with the core diameter and then reaches a minimum for a sub-micron core diameter of 750
nm. Using this simple model to predict the phase matched wavelength indicates that photonic
nanowires allow for the shortest wavelengths of dispersive waves to be generated during SCG.
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Fig. 9. Generation of 350-nm dispersive radiation using Cherenkov-type phase-matching in photonic
nanowires [55].

Furthermore, decreased amplitude of the dispersive wave is expected for phase-matched wave-
lengths far from the pump due to the reduced overlap with the pulse spectrum. The wide band-
width resulting from the efficient soliton-effect compression exhibited by photonic nanowires
and discussed in the previous section further enhances the generation of this phase-matched
radiation far from the pump leading the dispersive wave to be generated primarily during times
of temporal compression [54]. Indeed light with wavelengths as short as 350 nm have been effi-
ciently generated using photonic nanowires as shown in Fig. 9 [9,55]. This Cherenkov emission
has been used to excite high-order modes of photonic nanowires [56] and as a mechanism for
parametric amplification [57].

5. Silicon-on-insulator photonic nanowires

The larger index contrast of silicon-on-insulator (SOI) photonic nanowires allows for even
tighter confinement of light. This enhancement combined with the larger Kerr nonlinearity of
silicon allows for effective nonlinearities that are more than three orders of magnitude larger
than those achievable in silica photonic nanowires, as shown in Fig. 3. In recent years, much
work has focused on using this larger nonlinear response to create efficient nonlinear photonic
devices. The highly developed fabrication and processing of silicon has aided in this pursuit. All
optical devices based on two-photon absorption (TPA) [58–62], TPA-induced free-carrier dis-
persion [21,63–72], the Raman effect [22,73–81,83–87], and the Kerr effect [58,59,82,88–110]
have all been demonstrated in silicon. Although extensive research in these areas has been car-
ried out in waveguides with dimensions larger than a micron, in this review we will focus on
the implementation of these processes in sub-micron waveguides or nanowaveguides. The bulk
of research has focused on exploiting the large effective nonlinearity of these nanowaveguide
structures andmore recently, on the ability to engineer the GVD to optimize nonlinear processes
which allows for new devices. Particularly for parametric processes, this GVD engineering has
proven critical for optimal operation.

5.1. Two-photon absorption

Due to the band structure of silicon there exists efficient TPA at infrared wavelengths below 2.2
microns [58, 59, 111, 112].While the existence of TPA is often detrimental to nonlinear optical
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Fig. 10. An all-optical switch based on TPA-induced free-carrier dispersion in a silicon
nanowaveguide ring resonator. (a) SEM image of the device. (b) Experimental switching realiza-
tion [65].

processes, it has proven to be useful for a variety of photonic devices. Using solely TPA, an
ultrafast switch has been demonstrated in silicon nanowaveguides requiring peak powers of 1.8
W for operation [61, 62]. Furthermore, many all-optical devices using silicon nanowaveguides
have made use of TPA-induced free-carrier injection. In this process, the photons absorbed
through TPA generate free electrons and holes. The presence of these free carriers locally mod-
ifies the refractive index and the loss of the silicon structures such that [63],

$n = ! e2! 2

8(2c2)0n

"
$Ne
mce"

+
$Nh
mch"

#
, (6)

$* =
e3! 2

4(2c3)0n

"
$Ne

mce"2µe
+

$Nh
mch"

2µh

#
, (7)

where $n and $* are the changes in the index of refraction and absorption, respectively, e is
the electronic charge, )0 is the permittivity of free space, n is the inherent refractive index of
crystalline silicon, mce

" is the conductivity effective mass of electrons, mch
" is the conductivity

effective mass of holes, µe is the electron mobility, and µh is the mobility of holes [63]. A major
limitation of devices based on this effect is speed, and as such photonic nanowires provide an
added advantage. The speed of devices based on carrier effects is generally limited by the free-
carrier lifetime. For bulk silicon, the free-carrier lifetime is dependent on the level of doping.
As the doping level is increased, the lifetime is reduced but is accompanied by an increase
in optical loss. Using typical doping levels for optical purposes, the free-carrier lifetime of
bulk silicon is on the µs time scale. Therefore for silicon devices with large dimensions, the
fastest devices based on free-carrier effects are limited to these speeds [64]. This lifetime can be
reduced using a number of techniques including sweeping out carriers with a reversed-biased
PIN structure [83] and ion implantation [113]. However, the simplest technique to reduce the
carrier lifetime is to increase the rate of surface recombination. By making the waveguide cross-
section smaller, the ratio of surface area to volume increases, and correspondingly the rate
of surface recombination increases. Therefore using the smallest possible waveguide cross-
sections (ie. photonic nanowires) provides the shortest free-carrier lifetimes and the fastest
device performance with minimal added complexity.
Combining the extremely efficient TPA available in highly confining silicon nanowaveguides

with the reduced free-carrier lifetimes available in nanowaveguides, optical bistability, all-
optical switching, and all-optical wavelength conversion have been demonstrated in silicon
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Fig. 11. All-optical pulse delay in a silicon nanowaveguide using stimulated Raman scattering. (a)
Picture of the device. (b) Experimental measurement of a 1.3 pulse width delay [87].

nanowaveguides using power levels as low as 10 mW with free-carrier lifetimes of approxi-
mately 500 ps. [21, 65, 66, 68–72]. As an example, an all-optical switch based on TPA-induced
free-carrier dispersive tuning of an microresonator is shown in Fig. 10. By incorporating
reverse-biased PIN structures, free-carrier lifetimes shorter than 50 ps have been reported for
these nanowaveguide all-optical devices [67].

5.2. Raman amplification and oscillation

Silicon exhibits a strong and relatively narrow (#1 nm) Raman response. Using this re-
sponse, several Raman-based all-optical devices have been developed for the SOI platform.
The achievement of large Raman amplification and Raman oscillation was demonstrated using
large waveguide cross-sections and incorporating a PIN diode for CW operation [79, 83–85].
A major hurdle to creating a Raman oscillator in silicon was the nonlinear loss resulting from
TPA and TPA-induced free-carrier absorption (FCA). To remove FCA and to lower the power
requirements for such devices, the use of silicon nanowaveguides can provide a benefit. As
noted in the previous section, the use of photonic nanowires allows for a reduction in the free-
carrier lifetime, which allows not only for faster devices but also reduces the build up of free
carriers leading to lower densities and reduced losses incurred by FCA [76, 77]. Using silicon
photonic nanowires, Raman amplification of 3.1 dB without the need for a reversed-biased PIN
structure has been demonstrated using peak pump powers of 2.8 W [22, 78, 80–82].
A further application of the efficient Raman process in silicon nanowaveguides has included

slow light [86, 87]. The narrow gain feature induced by the Raman effect creates a rapidly
varying phase velocity as predicted by the Kramers-Kronig relations. This rapidly varying phase
velocity leads to slow group velocities at the center of the gain feature. Utilizing this effect, all-
optical delays of 1.3 pulse widths have been demonstrated in SOI photonic nanowires as shown
in Fig. 11 [87].

5.3. Self-phase and cross-phase modulation

The tight confinement of SOI photonic nanowires allows for efficient effects derived from the
Kerr nonlinearity. These parametric nonlinear processes often depend on the GVD for effi-
cient operation. Perhaps the most straightforward parametric process to observe is that of self-
phase modulation in which the Kerr-induced phase shift of a propagating pulse causes a red
(blue) frequency shift on the front (back) of the pulse [25]. This effect generally character-
izes the initial stages of supercontinuum generation discussed previously [34]. In silicon pho-
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Fig. 12. All-optical SPM-based regenerator using a silicon nanowaveguide and integrated ring res-
onator band-pass filter (BPF). (a) Diagram of the device. (b) Experimental and simulated power trans-
fer function. (c) Experimentally measured SPM broadening and filtered output for several pump pow-
ers [106].

tonic nanowires, self-phase modulation has been observed for both picosecond and femtosec-
ond pulses [98, 101]. Asymmetric spectral broadening is observed due to an additional rapid
phase shift from the TPA-generated free-carriers, which aids the blue shift at the back of the
pulse but opposes the red shift at the front. Additional spectral characteristics have been identi-
fied to result from dispersive-wave generation, from non-negligible third-order dispersion, and
from soliton-formation [101, 103, 105, 110].
With the incorporation of an integrated spectral filter, an all-optical regeneration device has

been demonstrated [106] using silicon nanowaveguides based on the technique originally pro-
posed by Mamyshev [114]. A schematic of the device is shown in Fig. 12(a). Signal regen-
eration relies upon a nonlinear power transfer through the device typically in the shape of an
S-like step function, as shown in Fig. 12(b). This reduces the noise on the 0’s and 1’s of a data
stream after being processed through the system. The silicon nanowaveguide device operates at
6-W peak powers, which represents an 8-fold reduction from previous integrated SPM-based
techniques.
Cross-phase modulation is comparable to self-phase modulation except that the impact of

the Kerr-induced phase shift occurs on a second generally weaker propagating pulse. Devices
based on this effect have been demonstrated to be efficient in silicon photonic nanowires, and
the effects of the GVD have been observed to greatly impact the interaction when the pulses
are of significantly different wavelengths [99, 104].
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Fig. 13. Wavelength conversion across four telecommunications bands using four-wave mixing in sil-
icon nanowaveguides (a) Conversion efficiency as a function of wavelength. The efficiency is shaped
by the combined effects of the GVD and the fourth order dispersion of the nanowaveguide. (b) Exper-
imentally observed FWM wavelength conversion from 1477 nm to 1672 nm [107].

5.4. Four-wave mixing

Four-wavemixing in silicon waveguides involves the third-orderKerr nonlinearity. This process
has been shown to be efficient and broadband in silicon provided that the conditions of phase-
matching are met [82, 88, 92–97, 100, 107]. Group-velocity dipsersion engineering of silicon
photonic nanowires allows for the zero-GVD point or the anomalous-GVD region to be located
in the C-band. In waveguides with near-zero-GVD, conversion of continuous-wave light can
be achieved at efficiencies of -10 dB over bandwidths larger than 150 nm [97, 107]. Utilizing
higher-order dispersion to achieve phase-matching wavelength conversion across four telecom-
munications bands has been achieved as seen in Fig. 13. In silicon nanowaveguides FWM
wavelength conversion requires peak powers of only 100-mW. Furthermore, in a pulsed exper-
iment and with waveguides exhibiting anomalous-GVD, it was demonstrated that parametric
amplification is achievable with reduced free-carrier lifetimes using peak powers on the order of
1 W [95]. This demonstration indicates the potential for a wavelength-agile CMOS-compatible
source on chip in the form of a FWM-based optical parametric oscillator.
Resonant enhancement of FWM has been demonstrated in silicon nanowaveguide ring res-

onators [109]. The addition of a resonant structure further reduces the peak power required
to observe this nonlinear process. Using input peak powers below 1 mW, FWM wavelength
conversion has been observed in a micrometer-scale silicon nanowaveguide ring resonator. The
ability to observe nonlinear interactions at sub-mW power levels in a micrometer-scale device
demonstrates the potential scalability of nonlinear optical devices on a single photonic chip. At
these ultra-low power levels and sizes, it is possible to realize hundreds of devices operating
simultaneously on a single chip.
Regeneration devices based on FWM have also been demonstrated in silicon photonic

nanowires [108]. These processes rely on the ultrafast response of the FWM process and on
the quadratic dependence on the pump power. Using a variety of pump and signal configu-
rations, reshaping and retiming of actual 10-Gbps return-to-zero and non-return-to-zero data
streams have been demonstrated using average powers of only 30 mW [108].

6. Future directions

As highlighted in the previous sections, extensive research has been carried out on applying
maximally confining waveguides for nonlinear optical functionality. Nevertheless, many av-
enues remain unexplored. The majority of research has investigated nonlinear processes in sil-
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ica glass and silicon nanowaveguides, which is driven by the mature fabrication and broad
availability of these materials. Other materials may have more favorable nonlinear properties
such as + (2) responses, a larger + (3) response, or lower linear and nonlinear losses. Research
into the nonlinear optical properties of photonic nanowires of these materials will undoubtedly
emerge once the challenges of fabrication are overcome. Furthermore, many materials can-
not be formed into waveguides. Photonic nanowires have potentially large evanaescent fields
as seen in the 0.06 µm2 waveguides in Fig. 2. Using the access to the evanescent field avail-
able in photonic nanowires, integration of new materials, such as gases, with highly confining
waveguides is emerging [115]. With these new areas of research, in addition to further applica-
tions of silica glass and silicon waveguides, photonic nanowires will continue to provide lower
power levels and new functionalities to nonlinear optical devices.

6.1. Other materials

Research has begun on the fabrication and application of photonic nanowires from novel glasses
with large nonlinear responses including SF6 and chalcogenides [11,116]. In particular chalco-
genide glasses have a nonlinear response which is 2 to 3 orders of magnitude larger than silica
glass and a relatively high linear refractive index. The combination of these two properties al-
lows the effective nonlinearity of chalcogenide glass photonic nanowires to be more than 3
orders of magnitude larger than silica glass nanowires, which promises the extension of many
applications of nonlinear optics in optical fibers to more readily achievable power levels. Self-
phase modulation has been observed in tapered fibers of SF6 and chalcogenide glasses using
peak power levels as low as 1 W. Core diameters as small as 400 nm have been achieved in
SF6 glass, but nonlinear effects in sub-micron chalcogenide fibers have yet to be reported. Ad-
ditionally, dispersion engineering and phase-matching of parametric processes such as FWM
have not been experimentally demonstrated in photonic nanowires of these materials but should
be expected in the near future with improved fabrication [116, 117].
Other semiconductor materials are also being explored for implementation in nonlinear opti-

cal devices. Nanowaveguides have been fabricated from AlGaAs and GaAs and several demon-
strations of efficient nonlinear processes such as self-phase modulation and FWM have been
observed [16,118–121]. The linear propagation loss of these waveguides has typically impeded
their performance, but with further improvements in the fabrication process this challenge will
certainly be overcome. Dispersion engineering and anomalous-GVD near 1550 nm have re-
cently been demonstrated in AlGaAs nanowaveguides [122]. Efficient nonlinear optics using
III-V nanowaveguides promises new realms of integrated nonlinear optical devices incorpo-
rated with optically active III-V devices such as lasers, amplifiers, and modulators.

6.2. Evanescent nonlinearities

A wide variety of useful nonlinear optical materials intrinsically cannot be fabricated as wave-
guides such as gases and liquids. Through the potentially large evanescent fields, photonic
nanowires provide a route towards incorporating these materials in a high-confinement guided-
wave geometry. When the dimensions of a photonic nanowire are reduced slightly below the
optimal confinement point, a large evanescent field is produced, as seen in Fig. 2. For a range
of sizes, this mostly evanescent mode still has a relatively small mode-field area and thus a
large effective nonlinearity. In Fig. 14 the effective nonlinearity for a silica photonic nanowire
surrounded by an evanescent nonlinear material with an index close to 1 (i.e. a gas) is plot-
ted as a function of core diameter for a wavelength of 800 nm. The optimal core diame-
ter for evanescent nonlinearities is 340 nm. At this optimal size, the effective nonlinearity is
more than an order of magnitude larger than those currently available in hollow-core photonic
bandgap fibers, which is also a promising system for guided-wave integration with nonlinear
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Fig. 14. Effective nonlinearity as a function of core diameter of a silica-glass photonic nanowire
assuming a gaseous nonlinear cladding material with a nonlinear index coefficient n2. As a comparison
the effective nonlinearity of a commercially available 800-nm hollow-core photonic bandgap fiber
(Crystal Fiber HC-800-02) with a 5-µmmode field diameter and "!3/n2 = 0.205 is shown by the red
dashed line.

gases [123–127]. Interactions with gases have been experimentally demonstrated using silica
glass photonic nanowires [115], and integrated optical nanowaveguides have also been analyzed
for this purpose with novel slot and hole geometries being explored to maximize the evanescent
field strength [7, 128–130].

7. Conclusions

Photonic nanowires allow for maximal effective nonlinearities and a large degree of dispersion
engineering. These properties in combination with the potentially large evanescent fields and
minimal optical footprint allow such nanowaveguides to be ideally suited for a host of nonlinear
optical interactions and devices. With the incorporation of new materials and the demonstra-
tion of novel effects, photonic nanowires should continue to provide unique nonlinear optical
functionality at even lower power levels.
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